NOMENCLATURE AND PATTERN OF EVALUATION OF THE PAPERS

1ST PAPER

Translation and Grammar:
(a) Translation of simple sentences or paragraph.
(1) French into English: 25 marks.
(2) English into French: 15 marks.
(b) Grammar: 45 marks.
(Questions should be based on the grammar and exercises on grammar taken up in the prescribed book).
Use of dictionary is not allowed in the examination hall.

PRESCRIBED BOOK: NOUVEAU SANS FRONTIERES – PART-I (FIRST) (CLE INTERNATIONAL)

2ND PAPER

Comprehension and communication skills.
(a).
(i) Questions based on the 20 lessons of part I (First) of Nouveau sans frontieres (30 Marks)
(ii) Multiple choice questions based on cultural aspects of France (15 Marks).

(b) Dialogue writing: 20 marks. Simple dialogue writing on one of the topics or situation explored in the lessons.
(b) Written comprehension: 20 marks.
Simple comprehension passage based on the vocabulary and the themes of the prescribed book.

BOOK PRISCRIBED: NOUVEAU SANS FRONTIERES – PART I(FIRST) (CLE INTERNATIONAL)

3RD PAPER

Viva - Voce: 100 marks
Dictation: 25 marks
Reading: 25 marks
Comprehension: 25 marks.
General Conversation: 25 marks.
NOMENCLATURAL AND PATTERN OF EVALUATION OF THE PAPERS.
1ST PAPER

Translation and Grammar :
(a) Translation of sentences or paragraph on intermediate level:
   (1) French into English : 15 marks.
   (2) English into French : 25 marks.
(b) Grammar : 45 marks.
   (Questions should be based on the grammar and exercises on grammar taken up in
the prescribed book) Use of dictionary is not allowed in the Examination hall.

BOOK PRESCRIBED: NOUVEAU SANS FRONTIERES – PART II (SECOND) CLE
INTERNATIONAL

II ND PAPER

(COMPREHENSION AND COMMUNICATION SKILLS)

   Questions based on the 20 lessons of Part-II (Second) of Nouveau Sans
Frontieres (30 marks)
ii) Multiple choice questions based on cultural aspects of France (15
marks)

(b) Essay Writing : or Letter writing (Informal letters only ) 20 marks.
   (i) My country, (ii) My city , (iii) My favourite pass time, (iv) My French class.
   (v) My university. (vi) My favourite sports personality. (vii) MyGarden, (ix) My
   house
(c) Written Comprehension : 20 marks
   Comprehension passage must be based on the vocabulary of the prescribed book.

BOOK PRESCRIBED: NOUVEAU SANS FRANTIERES – PART II (SECOND) CLE
INTERNATIONAL

III RD PAPER

Viva-Voce : 100 Marks ., Dictation: 25 marks, Reading : 25 marks, Comprehension : 25
marks. General Conversation: 25 marks.